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ABSTRACT  
ll through the historical backdrop of society, the Apremise of the economy remained unaltered. In the 
time of farming, the economy depended on arable 

land; the mechanical time depended on generation. In the 
period of informatics, the premise is comprised of 
correspondences, data and PC innovation. At the earliest 
reference point of this thousand years has begun the period 
of abilities, generally in light of the fact that the 
accomplishment available evoked talented laborers – 
especially, the best ones. The new thousand years is driven 
by the globalization, progression and innovative 
advancement. Improvements of data and correspondence 
advancements (ICT) made the world one single associated 
framework. New period brings new difficulties. They 
activated the topic of the idea of current practices, and the 
part of pros in the field of Human assets (HR), finding new 
methodologies in the working and conveying of their 
"products and administrations". Human asset 
administration (HRM) is presently looked with another test, 
making new models for accomplishment of worldwide 
portability, productivity and intensity. The primary target of 
this paper is to identify the difficulties of the new time 
regarding HRM, and contain short presentation, 
proceeding with first point - changes in associations and 
openings that innovation advancement brings; second 
point - require for recognizing abilities, key drivers of 
changes and development in the associations; and, third 
point - corporate culture, trust and administration .

KEYWORDS :HRM, globalization, challenges, ICT, talent.

1. INTRODUCTION
 Globalization, the absence of 
clear limits in associations, concentra 
ting on corresponding fundamental 
assets and exercises, together with the 
allotment of other assets, are the 
principle highlight of the organizations 
of the 21st century. Learning and, in 
g e n e r a l ,  s c h o l a r l y  c a p i t a l  i s  
progressively getting to be significant 
asset for organizations, while the 
utilization of data and correspondence 
advances, need for coordination of 
working exercises. HRM is encountering 
h u g e  c h a n g e  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  
advancement of ICT. Joint union of web-
based social networking and portability 
of the workforce added to the new 
difficulties of HR in associations. 
Worldwide rivalry forces more weight 
on supervisors around there, to improve 
much and quicker business choices. 
Interests in ICT are frequently observed 
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as an essential course to quicken and enhance basic leadership process.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
 Procedure depends on acceptance, finding and near technique. Neighborhood examines as 
composed materials, distributed and unpublished papers, and broad Internet examine, were utilized.

3. RESULTS 
3.1. NEW TECHNOLOGIES HAVE CHANGED THE DIRECTION OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
 As said in the presentation, mechanical advancements have enhanced the manners by which 
we convey, has advanced the way we learn, and grow our capacities. Regardless of whether it is creating 
new machines, modernization of existing, or finding new pertinence of existing innovation, the new 
period elements requires steady development and improvement. Innovation has changed the world in 
numerous events what's more, numerous ways. In the data age, the development of PCs and the 
Internet has just reinforced these progressions. Today, numerous organizations can't work without 
utilizing a PC. In this manner, HR as a vital piece of the organizations have not avoided that way - new 
advances significantly affect the practices and procedures in this field. The improvement of the 
advances requires from HR pros to quit considering "what after month or year?" and begin thinking as 
far as weeks and days. With the new transforms, they are not any more only a key accomplice inside the 
association; they're getting to be change specialists'.
 Development is the capacity to perceive change as an opportunity, not as a threat1 . New 
innovation implies expanded level of polished skill and profitability. Given that are the fundamental 
destinations of HR, it is no big surprise that mechanical advances so immediately grasped around there. 
At first, enlistment is one of the portions that were changed with the appearance of new advances. 
Prior to the coming of the Internet, everybody depended on print media, for example, daily papers, to 
distribute occupations and open positions. Different strategies, for example, organizing, were likewise 
utilized, however it limits the capacity of thousands of potential applicants to be comfortable with. 
Innovation has made enlistment more productive, and in the hands of the correct specialist, effective2 . 
Second, preparing and advancement for the new workers wind up more straightforward. The capacity 
to get to data and preparing programs from far off areas dispenses with the requirement for coaches to 
work specifically with the newcomers. Obviously there is a need of a specific level of cooperation, yet 
virtual classrooms make conceivable preparing, advancement and assessment of an expansive number 
of workers without a moment's delay. Third, human asset offices dependably require an immense 
measure of composed records in a long timeframe. New innovation makes simpler capacity and 
transfer of these archives. In that way, dispensing with the need of pursuit through an interminable 
number of documents and archives spares time and cash. Fourth, upgrades in the productivity 
administration are likewise result of innovative upgrades. In this manner, it encourages the assessment 
of representative execution, and influences less demanding to get criticism to enhance the working of 
the organization. Together, it is simpler to recognize and enhance shortcomings with advance 
endeavors.

3.2. COMPANIES IN THE “GLOBAL WAR” FOR TALENTS
 Most directors perceive that incorporating innovations and framework for ability 
administration, streamline the unpredictable procedure, enabling a solitary stage to oversee 
procedures, for example, selecting, learning, execution administration and guiding. For some, the 
move from "what we do ordinarily," to a definitive and dynamic innovation requires immense advance 
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into the obscure territory. 
 Ability administration (TM) is methodical approach pointing "the ideal individual, in the correct 
place, at the perfect time". The world's best organizations realize that their future is in the hands of few 
profoundly capable and profitable staff. In this manner, more than 70 percent of organizations in 
Europe are always searching for capable workforce that will improve their human potential. The 
significance of drawing in and holding ability in any association is like the significance and requirement 
for football clubs to have the best players. Abilities are the ones who contribute the most to the 
advancement and accomplishment of objectives, and the making of extra an incentive for the 
association. Studies have demonstrated that organizations that have an ability administration 
framework, measurably, are more effective than its rivals and the market when all is said in done. 
Basically, they have an enormous effect on an association's activities and working. The part of ability in 
the association is considerably more huge on the off chance that one considers the Pareto control 
(80/205), which for this situation implies that near 20 percent of the staff is credited for about 80 
percent of the work performed and comes about accomplished; tragically the other way around. 
Abilities are the exceptionally beneficial and they require an uncommon approach. In this way no big 
surprise that relatively every exceedingly fruitful organization or association today has exceptional 
projects for creating and keeping abilities, since they have a high effect on the business. What's more, a 
few fruitful organizations have extraordinary individual subject for lasting administering and 
correspondence with such human limits, since leave such people is exorbitant in regards to the 
advantage it conveys to the association. One thing we might always remember is that "ability is a 
potential, and that potential requires contribution all together to be showed and transformed into limit 
– it isn't sufficient to perceive ability, it is important to create and draw in it" .
 It is clear to everybody that the gifts are having any kind of effect and ability administration 
brings organization achievement. Asking why in each organization there is no such a program? There 
are a few noteworthy reasons. Right off the bat, the procedure can positively be very cumbersome and 
conveys more preconditions independent from anyone else: there ought to be individuals who are fit 
(they have learning, knowledge and aptitudes) and inspired to be the transporters of this procedure, 
and to set various HR forms that will remain in the grounds of TM. What's more, there are various 
potential, particular difficulties, which may stress the general population who take part in this 
procedure: the absence of help from the general chief, vague spending plan for this process, ambiguous 
requirement for gifts, misjudged process by representatives, a deficient selection of gifts, harshness of 
company's' seeing and worker's yearnings. Familiarity with these and numerous different dangers 
ought not influence us to surrender but rather to handle more genuine arranging and usage procedure 
of TM in our association.
 In Macedonia, deep rooted learning isn't yet adequately broad practice in associations. Either, 
there are extremely visit situations where the center and upper level administration intentionally limits 
the advancement of abilities as their very own result fears, rather than understanding that open door as 
an opportunity to promote advancement and common advantage of/for the association. This 
circumstance exclusively transforms into an ability leaving and stagnation of the association. Looks into 
demonstrates that Macedonian organizations with major outside property are consolidating ability 
administration programs, and in addition those in Czech Republic, Germany and Slovakia. Be that as it 
may, TM techniques are not joined well. The organizations in Macedonia require a firm system, at first 
to target and checking of abilities keeping in mind the end goal to create methodologies and activity 
anticipates how to fuse limits in their structures. The most concerning issue emerges in the execution 
stage - quite a bit of it is expected to a absence of set up arrangement of focusing on. Something else, 
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there is vulnerability about "the privilege selection of gifts" and how to inspire a man to show its 
potential.

3.3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL TRUST AND CULTURE IS A KEY FACTOR FOR THE 
FUTURE
 Organization goals are to a great extent accomplished when the pioneers empower 
propensities that add to building trust in the team. At the point when Ralph Waldo Emerson said that 
question is costly, regarded American writer and father of introspective philosophy, was not alluding 
just to budgetary misfortunes. Organizations are recognizable that the working may endure social and 
budgetary pain if the trust isn't a basic incentive in the work environment. In all associations, there are 
distinctive levels of understanding and ages. The greatest test is figuring out how to approach 
substantially more representatives that change in their insight and skills, with various level of 
profession improvement. Organizations of current period acknowledged it by "strolling" the harder 
way. Certainty isn't an esteem that can be doled out. Or maybe, it must be earned and persistently kept 
up. Pioneers who are entrusted to achieve business comes about, through vital ability and corporate 
administration, must make sure that they have picked up the trust of workers at each level of the 
association. With great relational abilities and associations with workers, pioneers can make a solid 
culture of trust in the organization. At that point, when the trust will turn into the control - instead of 
special case, will take after the positive business comes about.

4. CONCLUSION
 We are altogether looked with the difficulties of globalization and industrialization in the 
worldwide business field. Associations in the 21st century rely upon the way the HR to adapt to the 
progressions. Organizations have capital, innovation and Human assets yet HRM are precisely those 
that can specifically help looking with challenges. Capital can be effectively made. The innovation can 
be effectively updated and flourish. HR groups are the ones that ought to urge the association to travel 
through each consequent test with extraordinary mettle, inspiration and assurance. At long last, 
organizations must understand that the conventional variables of generation - arrive, work and capital 
never again have power in winning the upper hand. Basic assets in economy are never again capital, 
characteristic assets nor work – it is and will be ability.
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